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Summary

Electroacoustic MEMS transducers are involved in a variety of applications such as consumer devices,

but their use increases today also in the domain of wireless noise monitoring systems. Since the high

quality (and low price in case of high number of sensor nodes) is needed, the precise modelling of

such devices leading to the new solutions is of interest. The transducer, whose model is described

herein, consists of a square plate as a moving electrode loaded by a thin fluid gap and a rectangular

peripheral cavity, the square shape of the transducer being advantageous from the point of view of

microfabrication because of its geometrical simplicity. The analytical approach relies on the integral

formulation for the acoustic pressure field in the thin fluid gap (the dissipative effects of the thermal

and viscous boundary layers being taken into account) coupled with the displacement field of the

plate expressed as a sum of eigenmodes. Special attention is paid herein to the expression of the eigen-

functions of the plate, which are searched for in an approximated analytical form of two-dimensional

Fourier series, the coefficients of the series being derived from a simple numerical solution for the

plate without the loading acoustic elements. The acoustic pressure sensitivity of the transducer, used

as an acoustic receiver, is obtained from the analytical model of the transducer, the comparison with

the numerical results provided by a finite element model (a reference against which the analytical

results are tested) is presented and discussed.

PACS no. 43.38.Bs, 43.40.Dx

1. Introduction

The use of MEMS electroacoustic transducers is
increasing not only in the domain of consumer audio
devices but also in the field of measurement applica-
tions such as noise monitoring using wireless sensor
networks [1] where the increasing number of sensor
nodes requires the development of low-cost sensors
that provide sufficient measurement precision. The
precise theoretical modelling of such devices is then
of interest.

The models of such devices taking into account
both the dissipative effects of the viscous and thermal
boundary layers originating in the fluid and the strong
coupling between the acoustic pressure field inside the
transducer and the displacement field of the circular
[2] or square [3] membrane or plate [4] can be found
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in the literature. Herein, the model is based on the
integral formulation for the acoustic pressure in the
fluid gap between the back electrode and the moving
electrode [5] where the type of the moving electrode
(membrane/plate for example) can be changed easily
by using the appropriate eigenfunctions [6].

The main purpose of the present work is to find
the approximate form of the moving electrode eigen-
functions, which can be used in the modelling men-
tioned above. Since the moving electrodes of MEMS
devices can have more complicated shape then the
simple membrane or plate, the appropriate eigenfunc-
tions are searched for in the form of two-dimensional
Fourier series, the coefficients of the series being de-
rived from a simple numerical solution for the mov-
ing electrode displacement without the loading acous-
tic elements. This method is applicable to more com-
plex shapes than the membranes or plates, the square
plate has been chosen herein as an example in order to
show the ability of the method and compare easily the
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present results with the results obtained using others
approximations of the plate eigenfunctions (e.g. [4]).

2. Theoretical model

The transducer described herein consists of the square
plate of the halfside a (see figure 1) clamped at all
edges, the fluid gap between the plate and the back
electrode of thickness hg, and the peripheral cavity of
volume Vc.

Figure 1. Geometry of the system: a) the dimensions of
the square plate and b) geometry of the transducer in the
1
st quadrant.

2.1. Eigenfunctions of the plate

The governing equation of motion for a plate loaded
by acoustic fields on both sides pinc and p can be
obtained as

[∆∆− k2p]ξ(x, y) =
1

D
(−pinc + p (x, y)) , (1)

where D =
Eh3

p

12(1−ν2)
is the flexural rigidity, Ms is

the mass density per unit area of the plate, ν being
the Poisson’s ratio, E the Young’s modulus, hp is the
thickness of the plate, k2p = Ms

D
ω2, Ms = hpρp is the

mass per unit area, ρp being the density of the plate.
The solution can be written as an expansion over

the orthonormal eigenfunctions

ξ (x, y) =
∑

mn

ξmnψmn (x, y) , (2)

where ψmn are the solutions of the homogeneous equa-
tion associated with eq. (1)

(

∆∆− k2mn

)

ψmn(x, y) = 0, (3)

where k2mn =
(

k2xm + k2yn
)2

, and the modal coeffi-
cients are given by

ξmn =
1

D
[

(

k2xm + k2yn
)2 − k2p

]

·
∫ a

−a

∫ a

−a

ψmn(x, y)[p(x, y)− pinc] dxdy.

(4)

The equation (3) has been solved numerically using
the finite element method and the numerically calcu-
lated eigenfunctions nψmn of the clamped plate are
then approximated using Fourier double cosine series

ψmn (x, y) =
∑

k,l

c(kl),(mn) cos

(

πkx

2a

)

cos

(

πly

2a

)

,

(5)

with k, l = 1, 3, 5, . . ., the Fourier coefficients have
been calculated from the numerically calculated eigen-
functions nψmn using the relation

c(kl),(mn) =
4

a2

∫ a

−a

∫ a

−a

nψmn(x, y)

· cos
(

πkx

2a

)

cos

(

πly

2a

)

dxdy.

(6)

where the integration has been performed numeri-
cally. The eigenvalues kxm, kyn are expressed from
the numerically calculated eigenfrequencies nfmn as
follows

kxm =

√

2π nfmm

2cp
, (7)

where cp =
√

D/Ms is the wave speed on the plate,
the kyn having the same values as kxm.

This procedure has been repeated for different val-
ues of the plate side a, thickness hp and flexural rigid-
ity D. Finally it was concluded that the coefficients
c(kl),(mn) depend only on the plate side a and this
dependence was found to be linear. Each coefficient
c(kl),(mn) can then be fitted using the relation

c(kl),(mn) = s1(kl),(mn)a+ s2(kl),(mn). (8)

The eigenvalues kxm, kyn has been fitted by the same
way.

Integral method requires the use of the 1st spatial
derivatives of the eigenfunctions (see eq. 14), which
were obtained from the derivatives of the numerical
solution nψmn for any plate dimensions in the same
manner as the eigenfunctions itself.
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2.2. Coupling between the plate displace-

ment and the acoustic pressure in the

thin fluid layer [5]

The propagation of the acoustic pressure in the air
gap is governed by the wave equation

(

∂2xx + ∂2yy + χ2
)

p (x, y) = −U (x, y) , (9)

where U (x, y) = ρ0ω
2ξ(x, y)/ (hgFv) and ∂np|a =

−jωρ0pc/4FvZchga, Zc is the impedance of the pe-
ripheral cavity, the mean profile of the particle ve-
locity over the thickness of the air gap Fv and the
complex wavenumber χ accounting for the effect of
thermoviscous losses in the air gap being given for
example in [2, 3, 5].

For the reason of symmetry the acoustic pressure
can be calculated only in 1st quadrant, the Green’s
function associated with eq. (9) is then given by

G(x, x0; y, y0) = g(x, x0; y, y0) + g(x,−x0; y, y0)+
g(x, x0; y,−y0) + g(x,−x0; y,−y0),

(10)

with

g(x, x0; y, y0) = −jH−

0
(χ |~r − ~r0|) /4,

where |~r − ~r0| =
√

(x− x0)2 + (y − y0)2, H−

n (z)
denotes the Hankel function of the second kind of
order n.

Than the solution can be expressed as follows:

p (x, y) =

∫ a

−a

∫ a

−a

G (x, x0; y, y0)U (x0, y0) dx0dy0

+ pcIG (x, y) ,

(11)

where

IG(x, y) =
jωρ0

8FvZchga

[
∫ a

0

G(x, x0; y, a)dx0

+

∫ a

0

G(x, a; y, y0)dy0

]

+

∫ a

0

∂y0
G(x, x0; y, a)dx0

+

∫ a

0

∂x0
G(x, a; y, y0)dy0,

(12)

and the pressure in the peripheral cavity pc =
〈p (x, a)〉x is supposed to be equal to the mean value
of the pressure at the air gap periphery (y = a for
example) over the x coordinate.

The modal coefficients ξmn (4) can be obtained
from the matrix equation

[−A+ B] (Ξ) = (C), (13)

where (Ξ) and (C) are the column vectors of ele-
ments ξmn and cmn = −pinc

∫ a

−a

∫ a

−a
ψmn(x, y)dxdy

respectively, B is a diagonal matrix of elements
D

[

(

k2xm + k2yn
)2 − k2p

]

and the elements of the ma-
trix A are given by

A(mn),(qr) =
ρ0ω

2

hgFv

∫ a

−a

∫ a

−a

[

ψmn(x, y)

·
∫ a

0

∫ a

0

G(x, x0; y, y0)ψqr(x0, y0)dx0dy0

− 1

1 + 〈IG(x, a)〉x

·
∫ a

0

∫ a

0

〈G(x, x0; a, y0)〉x

· ψqr(x0, y0)dx0dy0
{[

jωρ0
8FvZchga

ψmn(x, y) + ∂yψmn(x, y)

]

·
∫ a

0

G(x, x0; y, a)dx0

+

[

jωρ0
8FvZchga

ψmn(x, y) + ∂xψmn(x, y)

]

·
∫ a

0

G(x, a; y, y0)dy0

}

]

dxdy.

(14)

3. Results and discussions

The acoustic pressure sensitivity given by σ =
−U0ξ̄/(hgpinc), where ξ̄ is the mean displacement
of the moving electrode and U0 is the polarization
voltage (herein U0=30V), of the transducer with di-
mensions given in table I, density of the plate ρp =
2330 kg/m3, Young’s modulus E = 160 · 109Pa and
Poisson’s ration ν = 0.27 filled with fluid (air in this
case) whose properties are given in table II is shown in
figure 2. The comparison between result of the present
modelling using the integral method along with the
approximation of the plate’s eigenfunctions proposed
herein (solid line) for the first four modes (m,n = 1, 3)
and the numerical result obtained from the finite ele-
ment modelling (points) of the whole structure (plate
coupled with air filled acoustic elements) using the
Comsol Multiphysics software [7] against which the
analytical results are tested shows a good agreement.
The dashed line represents the result obtained us-
ing the integral method along with the approximate
eigenfunctions taken from literature [4], showing that
the present modelling is more accurate.

Table I. Dimensions of the transducer
Parameter Symbol Value Unit
Plate side a 1 · 10−3 [m]
Plate thickness hp 10 · 10−6 [m]
Air-gap thickness hg 10 · 10−6 [m]
Cavity volume Vc 1 · 10−10 [m3]
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Figure 2. The magnitude (upper figure) and the phase
(lower figure) of the pressure sensitivity of the transducer
calculated analytically using the present eigenfunctions
(full line), analytical result calculated using the eigenfunc-
tions from [4] (dashed line) and the reference FEM solu-
tion (blue points)

Table II. Air properties
Parameter Symbol Value Unit
Adiabatic sound speed c0 343 [m · s−1]
Air density ρ0 1.20 [kg ·m−3]
Shear dynamic viscosity µ 1.81 · 10−5 [Pa · s]
Permittivity ε0 8.8542 · 10−12 [F ·m−1]
Thermal conductivity λh 25.7 · 10−3 [W/(m ·K)]
Specific heat coefficient at
constant pressure per unit
of mass

Cp 1005 [J/(kg ·K)]

Ratio of specific heats γ 1.4 [−]

4. Conclusions

The eigenfunctions of moving electrode of a MEMS
electroacoustic transducer (herein the clamped plate
for the sake of simplicity) has been expressed in ap-
proximate form of two-dimensional Fourier series. The
coefficients of the series has been fitted from several
numerical solutions for the displacement of the plates
of different dimensions without the loading acous-
tic elements. These eigenfunctions has been used in
the model employing the integral formulation for the
acoustic pressure in the thin fluid layer loading the
plate. The results show a good agreement between
this approximate solution and the exact numerical
(FEM) solution against which the analytical results
are tested. It can be noted that the approximate form
of eigenfunctions presented herein leads to more accu-
rate results than the approximate form found in the
literature [4].
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